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Increasing the Employability'of the

Undergraduate Psychology Major

As we move into an era of tightened finances, we may find that

fewer students are in a financial position to pursue education beyond

the undergraduate level. The headlines in recent months have

addressed sloh issues as cutbacks in federallyguaranteed student loans

as well as the goliernment sponsored scholarship programs. If we do, in

fact, have an increase in the number of our students who will be

seeking-employment at the bachelor's level we may also find that the

available students will choose those majors which best prepare them

for the employment market. Thus, the suggestions which will be raised

in this part of our symposium are not only made for the benefit of our

students but also have the potential to have an impact on the number

of faculty who are needed to continue our currently available

programs.

This 'presentation is not researchbased. I want to emphasize

prior to beginning my suggestions that I do not have data to support

the suggestions which I will make. Rather, I. have tried to look

carefully at the types of programs which we have tried at Creighton

University as well as to search the literature on the teaching of

psychology in an attempt to discover what paths others may be taking

in this area. My hope is that the suggestions' which I raise this

morning will lead to some discussion of both the pros and cons of

these avenues as well as the provision of additional ideas from the

audience and my colleagues on this panel.

One method for increasing the employability of our students
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is to'provide them with some specific skills which can be used in the

employment setting. The student who does not need to be trained

during the first few months on the job is a more viable candidate than

the one who may have had similar course work but does not possess a

marketable skill. 'To do this type of skill t:raining at the miximal

, level, it would be helpful to survey employers of bachelor's degree

individuals to discover the specific skills which are of interest to

them. Such surveys could be done both locally and nationally. We

could then determine which of these skills are related to the dia'cipline

of psychology. Some of my colleagues may argue that such an approach

to the psychology major alters'our approach from the liberal arts

traditions to a "trade school." My personal belief is that we can

achieve a balance between the needs of a broad, liberal arts tradition

and a technical training program.

One potential skill which can be taught within the psychology

department is biofeedback. Palladino'and his colleagues (1981)

discussed the position of.biofeedback equipment and training within the

undergraduate curriculum. Although a considerable portion of their

article addresses the equipment involved in starting such a program,

they also describe some of the requirements for certification in

Michigan as an "Assistant" in biofeedback. This level of certifica

tion, according to the article, is both open to and feasible for the

undergraduate psychology student. SuCh titles and formal certification

processes may not be available in other states. The skills involved,

however, may be useful in obtaining employment in a number of

settings. As a guideline, a department might write for a copy of



the Michigan certification standards and then see if they have the

facilities or potential to have the equipment t,o provide comparable

training.

Another skill which appears to be marketable at the moment is

computer knowledge. Some colleges offer courses in computer language

through their math or physics departments. Thus, the role of the

psychology advisor may be important in guiding students into such

courses. As the minicomputer becomes more financially accessible,

a greater number of psychology departments may find that they do have

such equipment available within the departMent. The next question

which arises for these departments is whether or not to offer a

formal course in computer usage. A number of factors can play a

role in this decision. Some universities frown on the same, or

highly similar, courses being offered by more than one department.

Thus, if the math or physics department already offers such a course

psychology is not likely to be permitted to add it to the curriculum

even if they argue that it will be taught from a different perspective.

Even if a department has the equipment and would be permitted to add

a computer course, faculty time can also be an issue. Some faculty

have found that they quickly become tied to a specified set of course

offerings. .These courses4end to be ones which are required for the

degree and/or are high demand courses which keep the department

census Up and thus are not likely to be in a position to add special

courses with unknown enrollment potential. Within our department,

we have found that we can meet the needs of some of our students

through the courses offered by other departments: For those studenta



who have a strong interest in learning about computer applications

specifically as applied 1.6 psychology, there is the option of independent

study with a specializatiSn in computer work. During one recent semester,_

we offered our course in advanced experimental psychology as a specific

course in computer usage. During this course, the students_learned to

use the department's Apple II and were writing their own.programs by

the end of the semester. Such an offering doesvhowever, have limited

enrollment and thus does not aid the "census." We tend to use a course
.

.
.

.

like this one as a "trade off" with a large introductory cqurse so that

.,an individual faculty member retains a high student contact ratio for

the term. Student evaluation of this type of course has been very

Another area of special skills training is seen in the practicum

,leourse offered in many undergraduate psychology departments. In an

investigation of 96 students,who had participated in an undergraduate

practicum course over a 5year period, Prerost (1981) found that 59%

were employed in human services agencies following graduation. Of

those psychology majors who did not elect to take the practicum course,

only 29% either securedemployment in a human services.setting or pursued

advanced education in a human services discipline. Certainly there is

a selection factor operative here. Those students who have an interesbl.

in employment or education in the human services seem more likely to

enroll iii an optional field placement course than those who do not

have these interests. On the other*hand, it is also possible that

such a course and the experience'it provides may increase the

probability in a tight job Tarket that these former psychology Students



wilAptain the available human services positions.

Some undergraduate programs have'taken the practicum froM the

level of one course to a special option within the psychology major.

Nish (1979) has prOVided an example of.how suCh a program can be

integrated with the traditional psychology major. This "psychology

technician trainine specialty required that the students take

applied; abnormal, testing, testing practicum, personality theory,

applied learning, and clinical practicum in addition to the intro:,

ductory, statiStics, and experimental psychology classes which are

required of all psychology majors. This major specialty was designed

to prepare the students for employment at the bachelor's level in

settings where they will be sueervised"by doctoral level psychologists.

These students are still able, however, to take the courses which would

be needed should they later decide to pursue graduate study in psy

chology. Several of the advantages which Nish reported for his

program are applicable to my topic for today. First, he has found

that this program has increased the-employment potential for those

psyáhology students who are capable of handling the course load

required but are not, for a variety of reasons, planning to pursue

graduate education. Secondvfor some students, thts program has

actually provided an avenue for funding future graduate education.

Some of the agencies which have interacted with these practicUm

students do have limited funds for graduate education sponsorship

with the agreement that the student will be employed at that

agency for a specified time following graduation. Thus, if a

major obstacle for the student in terms of further education is a



financial oils, such an option may provide the necessary means for

continuing educationveither shortly after.completion of the under-

graduate prOgrail through 'Sponsorshi0Or later as a result, of the

savings accrued while working in a related setting. Nish also raises

the issue.of the practicum and techniciah training Arogram having the

potential to improve the interactions between.psychology faculty wick

other psychologists within the community. I have found this to be

true ot our one-course pratticum. There are several benefits which

the undergraduates receive from this improved interactiOn. Although

we continue to hear about decreased enrollment_ many psychology

departments still seem to be having more students want their courses

than they are able to accommodate with=the current full-time faculty.

An option used by many institutions is to employ part-time faculty

a
to teach additional sections of courses oreven offer specialty

courses. We have been able to broaden our sphere of part,-time

faculty as a result of psychologists encountered through the field

placement course. Once community psychologists become aware of the

interest which many undergraduates show in the practice of the pro-

fession, it is also easier to ask these same Psychologists to give

talks to such student groups at Psychology Club or Psi Chi.

Througil thes-e talks, the students get a broader picture than they might

have from their textbooks about the working psycologist.

Information regarding the range.of careers possible to-the

person with a bachelor's degree in psychology can be presented to

the students in a number of ways. Periodic workshops on careers

for psychology students can be sponsored by the psychology faculty



or be part of the activities of the Psycholègk Club. Some universities

have Career Fairs oF Career Day programs. Although it takes A:bit

time to participatvin Such activities, I believe that it can be worth.

the time to participate.

Career information, oha limited scope, can be transMitted.to

students through a collbquium series. During the first several

years-of our undergraduate colloquium series we emphasized various

career avenues which were poSsible for the psychology student. While

some of'these careers required the doctoral degree, we tried to

5

illustrate the rahge of careers which are possible at the subdoctoral

level. A complete description of the early years of this series as

well as some of the ups and downs'of its development can be found in

Teaching of Psychology-(Ware & Matthews, 1980).

Some students could profit from more than the suggestion that

there is a world for those individuals with a bachelor's degree in

psychology. More guidanbe is needed for them. There are several

avenues which we have used with these students which I would suggest

are helpful. Brochures can be developed to provide the.students

with at least some basic information to use in formulating questions

to ask their 'advisors. .How often we seem to be faced with students

who don't even seem.to know what.questions to ask'us! A short

' pamphlet wili not be sufficient to provide answers for the total

range of questions asked by our students but in some cases just

orienting the student toward the appropriate question may be a

major accomplishment. Within our department, we developed a series

of three such brochures. These brochures were the result of a



number of intradepaztopeptal coriversatiOns and then some 'extended con
, _J

-versatians
n
between two of-us. We .foundethat there were :Certain

,
-

.
,

questions whibhvere frevently asked.by our students and for which
.

we reltfsome written response might be appreciated. ,Each brochure

was designed to address á slightly different area orconcern. The

.4

three Major questions which we considered were: "What can t do with

a major in psycho1Ogy?"!ti4What.shoU1d I do now that. I'm a risychOlogy

maaor?" and "What if I want* to go-to graduate pdhocil .1-1 psychology?"

. .

'The first two of these Irochurea are sent to eadignew major IN_

accepted into,the department. The brochure on options available to.

the psycliology major is especially relevant tothis morning's program.

This brodhure was based, to a great degree, on tile results of ,a

survey of our own graduates. Tilts, the data provided tends to be

viewed by the readers as applicable to them. We found that apprOxi
i

mately 41% of our graduates entered the jObAnarket immediately

following'graduation. The employment setting of these graduat:as.

waS by no means limited to those places traditionally viewed a;

the only Ones vaiiablejto paychology grAduates. .In addition to
.1

working in the social services, our graduates were 61so employed

in managerial capacities in a range of settings. Some other

,occupational fields which did not occur often but were reported

included computer programming, secretarial work, filmmaking, public r.

relations,' and phlebotamk.

Information on potentiAl careers can also be pro.vided

through the formal advising system. Such advising, however, may

need to start with making some of your colleagues more-aWare of



the optlons which are open to our graduates. 'After that-awareness

is reached, a wider range of options may be discussed with psycholigy

mEjore who AD not have the,interest or potentfal to pursue further

education. We-have found, that tp. student "grapevine" carries

information regarding those departments which have advisors who

Vining to spend time witth st,udents and provide such career informa

tion. On more than one occaSionl'i have had'a new advisee state that

one reason for choosing psychology aS a,M'ajor was hearing that we
0

take time to help our advisees.
C-

A-more structured method of,presenting information aboUt

employment at the bachelor's level is to make use of the university's

counseling center. Such a service may vary from embus to'Campus

in terms of the Availability of serious career counseling. We are

fortunate at Creighton.Uhiversity to have a Counseling Centerstaff

who are very knowledgeable about noi only a range of careers.,but also .

assessment devices which can 'be part of a serious career counseling

evaluation. Here, again the role oethe faculty-advisfer is most

important. Some students view the Counseling Center as a

0
facility for those students who have,deep psychological difficulties.

They are embarassed to cell for an appointment. The breadth of the

type of services available in such facilities can be pointed out to

the student as a means of alleviating some of these reactions.

As an adjunct to those types of services which are provided

by our Counseling Center, we have deveippeda. Career Development
,

course within the fpsychology department. At this time, it is open

only to psychology majors although several of its components could
4

(
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prove quite useful to undergradates who are not psychology majors.

. The Creighton cOurse offering is divided'into three components. These

components were designed to(parallel the three basic objectives of the.

course instructor which are increasing knowledge about one's self, about

educational/occupational opportunities, and about occupational imple

mentation.skills.

A number of paper andRencil measures are required of the
4'

students. These measures are completed as homework assignments and
%

then clarified in individual sessions with the instructor. During the

first half of the semester, each student completes the SelfDiiected

Search (Hollancill 1974) . The SysteM for Career DecisionMaking
% n,

(Harrington & O'Shea, 1980) is completed later in the semester since

the studente have, by then, been exposed to many neW careers. .Based

on,the resulta of each of these career search measures, the student

is required to conduct an indepth investigation of a career. Thue,

by the end of the course, the student has heard about a number of

different careers and has had *significant exposure to at least turd

careers. We have. foundthat Many of our stuclents have °tunnel vision" ,

.regardine careers. Thus this forced'exposure to at least a preferred

and an alternative career is a new experience for them. As an aid to

this career investigation process, our department has purchased coaes

'of the Dictionary of Occupational Titles (1977) and ,the Occupational

Outlook Handbook.(1980). The students uses these references in the

office as a starting point for their career investigations. To
,

provide a human contact with different careers, the students ar;

required to locate professionals from the community who are empllyed
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ih:the ocCupations under investigation. Each student schedules an

interview with a professional from two careers.during the semester.

We have frund thmt the local professional community has been highly

cooperative in terms of meeting.with our students. During these

interviews, the students are expected to learn about the specific

daily activities involved in the chosen profession. The students

also investigate other aspects of that profession as perceived by

their interviewee. They address such topics as perceived pressure

in that profession, occupat Anal impact on personal health, and

general satisfactions and dissatisfactions which this person asso

ciates with the career. Through this process of both active and

passive learning, the students have an opportunity to,integrate the

material which they are receiving. This integratioh is submitted

to the instructor in written form following each interview.

Since some of our students may wish to pursue graduate education

either immediately following undergraduate school or at a future time,

;

another component of the course provides specific information on post

graduatPdemands in both`psychology and related disciplines. As the

course is currently *structured, there are Sig invited speakers during

the semester. Three ofthese speakers are doctoral level psychologists.

The specific individuaIS vary from one semester,to another but aee

representative'of the specialties of clinica,1,--eounseli ig, ami---

inchistrialorganizational psychology. The other three speakers

represent subdoctoral employment possibilities. A majoit point which

the'instructox is trying to illustrate here is that graduate training

does not have to mean doctoral level education. Typically, these
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subdoctoral people represent positions in psychologytype settings,

social work, and college student personnel. The course instructor also

devotes time to the specific procedures involved in the application for

graduate and professional school programs. During one of these class

periods, a representative from the prelaw advisory committee and one

from the prez-health sciences advisory committee come to the class to

address issues specific to eaCh of their areas of,expertise. Not only

does this presentation provide the students with information regarding

these twO career paths but also it emphasizes the versatility of the

psychology major.

The final component of this course deals with occupational imple

mentation skills. Each student enrolled in the course must participate

in a videotaped simulated job interview with the course instructor.

An evaluation of the interview is provided and the student is given

the option of viewing the taped interview as part of the feedback.

process. Each student also is'required to write a resume of the type

which Would be submitted to potential employers of the bachelor's level

person. Both interviewing_skills and resume writing are addressed as

part of the course curriculum prior to thbse exercises.

I have spent more time describing this course than I have some of

the other options because I view this course as somewhat unique. It is

rather unlikely that many in attendance today had such a course as part

of their undergraduate curriculum. We have found that teaching such a

course is timeconsuming for the faculty member. The format we use

necessitates that enrollment be limited. On the other hand, we feel

that this course serves a useful function. When we first conceptualized
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this courses we felt that it should be taught by a psychologist with a

background in counseling and attempted to recruit such a person. Our

experience was that graduates of strong counseling psychology programs

were not likely to be interested in undergraduate teaching positions.

The few candidates we did interest had the background to teach a career

development course but not the other courses required of profes'sors in

an undergraduate program. Their backgrounds were generally in the field

of education and they did not have sufficient preparation to teach survey

' courses as introductory psychology. Thus, we began to seriously contem

plate abandoning the idea of offering such a course. We founds however;

that within an integrated department there may be people who are

willing to put in extra time to attend workshops and do reading outside -

their former areas as a form of retraining to meet potential future

departmental needi. By providing a.semester in which a faculty.member

had a one course teduction in teaching load so that time would be

available for_reading and working with our counseling center psychologists

on career counseling issues, we were able to overcome what had originally

appeared to be an insurmountable problem.

What I have presented today are some ideas which might be used

to increase the employability of undergraduate psychology students. Not

ail options are appropriate to . , p men s. y person is

that this presentation has merely scratched the surface of.those methods

which could be tried. Perhaps my major purpose in agreeing to be part -

of this morning's panel was to try to stimulate thinking and discussiOn

of.a topic which I find is "near and dear" to my heart. I hope that it

has served that purpose.
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